
QUOTE 86176G

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E.Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895

(310) 537-8600 (800) 421-5354
www.lakeshorelearning.com

To contact your local representative Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354 Ext 7542
or email apage@lakeshorelearning.com

Order Total Order Discount Freight Savings
Ship to: (1 of 29) - Q88477
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
TEACHER CONFERENCE RM
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$6,632.90 $349.10 $1,047.30

Ship to: (2 of 29) - Q88480
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SPED
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$14,115.44 $742.92 $2,228.75

Ship to: (3 of 29) - Q88481
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
READING 8
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$21,449.04 $1,128.90 $3,386.69

Ship to: (4 of 29) - Q88483
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
MATH 8
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$18,174.32 $956.54 $2,869.63

Ship to: (5 of 29) - Q88485
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES 8
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$18,829.00 $991.00 $2,973.00

Ship to: (6 of 29) - Q88486



TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
READING 7
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$24,010.72 $1,263.72 $3,791.17

Ship to: (7 of 29) - Q88488
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
COMPUTER LAB
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$6,293.75 $331.25 $993.75

Ship to: (8 of 29) - Q88489
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES 7
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$16,857.75 $887.25 $2,661.75

Ship to: (9 of 29) - Q88490
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
STEAM
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$17,979.70 $946.30 $2,838.90

Ship to: (10 of 29) - Q88492
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SPED EBD
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$14,322.42 $753.81 $2,261.43

Ship to: (11 of 29) - Q88493
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
MUSIC
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$8,100.30 $426.33 $1,278.99

Ship to: (12 of 29) - Q88496
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
ART
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$23,969.58 $1,261.56 $3,784.67

Ship to: (13 of 29) - Q88497
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
AG SCIENCE
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$11,839.85 $623.15 $1,869.45

Ship to: (14 of 29) - Q88498



TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRACTICAL LIVING
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$19,225.99 $1,011.89 $3,035.68

Ship to: (15 of 29) - Q88499
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
ISAP
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$4,601.80 $242.20 $726.60

Ship to: (16 of 29) - Q88500
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SCIENCE 6
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$15,784.15 $830.75 $2,492.24

Ship to: (17 of 29) - Q88503
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES 6
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$15,580.00 $820.00 $2,460.00

Ship to: (18 of 29) - Q88504
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
YSC
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$7,173.45 $377.55 $1,132.65

Ship to: (19 of 29) - Q88505
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
READING 6
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$24,010.72 $1,263.72 $3,791.17

Ship to: (20 of 29) - Q88506
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
MATH 6
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$14,611.00 $769.00 $2,307.00

Ship to: (21 of 29) - Q88508
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
RTI WRITING
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$14,322.42 $753.81 $2,261.43

Ship to: (22 of 29) - Q88509



TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
RTI READING
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$19,243.59 $1,012.82 $3,038.46

Ship to: (23 of 29) - Q88510
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SPED FMD
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$14,680.78 $772.67 $2,318.02

Ship to: (24 of 29) - Q88511
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SCIENCE 7
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$10,309.08 $542.58 $1,627.75

Ship to: (25 of 29) - Q88513
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
MATH 7
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$16,119.51 $848.40 $2,545.19

Ship to: (26 of 29) - Q88514
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
SCIENCE 8
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$11,870.88 $624.78 $1,874.35

Ship to: (27 of 29) - Q88515
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
IC CONFERENCE
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$2,574.50 $135.50 $406.50

Ship to: (28 of 29) - Q88516
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
MEDIA CENTER
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$52,722.14 $2,774.85 $8,324.55

Ship to: (29 of 29) - Q88518
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM
515 W MAIN ST
ELKTON,KY 42220

$3,131.20 $164.80 $494.40

Total $448,535.98 $23,607.15 $70,821.47

TOTAL DISCOUNT: $23,607.15



TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING: $70,821.47
TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER: $94,428.62
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QUOTE 88477
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88477 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: TEACHER CONFERENCE ROOM

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC539 2 Flex-Space Mobile Trapezoid Table - Modern Gray $489.00 $464.55 $929.10
It’s a cinch to create collaborative learning spaces anywhere you need them with our mobile table! It features an ultra-durable gray surface
completely covered with super-strong laminate on both the top and bottom…an extra-tough vinyl edgeband that wraps around the tabletop on
all 4 sides…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for incredibly easy portability. Easy assembly. Table measures 60"w x 30"d.
Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC259 2 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $1,708.10
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

5 LC767GA 6 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $735.30
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.
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Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

7 LC533 2
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

8 LC348BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Curved Couch - Blue $579.00 $550.05 $550.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

9 LC813GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

10 LC813GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Green $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

11 LC812RG 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Orange $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

12 LC812GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Green $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

13 LC274BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Blue $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.
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Subtotal:  $6,632.90
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $6,632.90

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $349.10
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $1,047.30

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $1,396.40
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QUOTE 88480
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88480 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: SPED

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC398 12
Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk with Book Box -
Modern Gray $339.00 $322.05 $3,864.60

Use our wedge desk alone for independent work…or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is surrounded by a thick
vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3 adjustable steel legs
with smooth-rolling, locking casters…and there’s even a built-in box on the underside to neatly store books, papers and more! Easy assembly.
Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 Book box measures approximately 12 7/8"l x 13 5/8"w x 3 1/8"h.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC767GA 12 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $1,470.60
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

5 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC841 1 Natural Accents Leaves Classroom Carpet - 6' x 9' $299.00 $284.05 $284.05
Add a natural element to any space…with plush carpets featuring leaves! Perfect for learning centers, each soil-resistant nylon carpet is super-
soft—providing a welcoming spot for children to sit, read and play.
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Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

7 LC213 1
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 48" $449.00 $426.55 $426.55

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

9 LC412 1 Flex-Space 2-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern Gray $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of all your classroom space with a storage center that fits into any corner…and keeps tons of binders super-organized! Our
durable laminate center features 2 wide, curved shelves for visibility—in a sophisticated gray color that’s perfect for modern classrooms.
Center holds up to 28 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 26 1/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

10 LC812BU 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Blue $249.00 $236.55 $473.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

11 LC574RG 2 Flex-Space Jumbo Beanbag Seat - Orange (36"w x 34"h) $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
Perfect for reading areas, classroom activities and more, our beanbags provide cozy, flexible seating students love! The seats feature extra-
high backs and mold to the body’s contour for the ultimate comfort and support…plus, each seat has a wipe-clean vinyl cover that includes a
stitch-closed zipper to keep the polystyrene beads inside.

12 LC575 1
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 12 Students -
Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $379.05

Need a central spot to store students’ supplies? Our handy center is just the thing! Fill it with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and
keep everything from books and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need them. Plus, the gray
laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport throughout your classroom! Center measures 23 1/4"w x 14 1/2"d x 33
3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

13 LC274GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Gray $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.

14 LC511GR 4 Flex-Space Wobble Cushion - Green $19.99 $18.99 $75.96
Just place this handy cushion on the floor or on a chair—for flexible seating anywhere! Our super-durable vinyl cushion is specially designed
to let students wiggle and wobble while they sit…helping children focus as they move. It features large nubs on one side and small nubs on
the other—students simply select the sensory surface they prefer! Cushion is easy to inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold
separately below).

15 LC766BU 3 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Blue $89.99 $85.49 $256.47
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.
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Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

16 LC766GA 3 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Gray $89.99 $85.49 $256.47
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

17 LC405BU 2 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Seat - Blue $59.99 $56.99 $113.98
Give kids a special place to sit—with cozy chairs that provide flexible seating wherever you need it! The chairs feature cushioned back
supports that adjust to the perfect position…simply lift the backs of the seats to a comfortable height, then just lay them flat for convenient
storage! Removable microfiber covers are machine-washable.

18 LC405GA 2 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Seat - Gray $59.99 $56.99 $113.98
Give kids a special place to sit—with cozy chairs that provide flexible seating wherever you need it! The chairs feature cushioned back
supports that adjust to the perfect position…simply lift the backs of the seats to a comfortable height, then just lay them flat for convenient
storage! Removable microfiber covers are machine-washable.

19 LC707 1
Flex-Space Round Floor Table - Modern Gray - 48"
Diameter $349.00 $331.55 $331.55

Now kids can “pull up a seat”…right on the floor! Each extra-low gray table has a top made of tough laminate on the surface
underside—surrounded by a vinyl edgeband for added durability. Plus, the 4 adjustable steel legs include protective caps. Easy assembly.
Lifetime warranty.

20 LC252 1
Flex-Space Mobile 36-Tray Storage Center - Modern
Maple $1,299.00 $1,234.05 $1,234.05

From everyday supplies and materials to notebooks, school-to-home communication and more—our portable center provides convenient
access to essential items anywhere in the classroom! The heavy-duty laminate center includes 36 handy removable storage trays that slide in
and out easily, with built-in stoppers to prevent the trays from falling. Plus, the center rolls on four 4" locking casters—so it’s a cinch to move
exactly where you need it! Durable plastic trays come in the 3 colors shown. Center measures 55 1/2"w x 17"d x 39 1/2"h. Trays measure 3"
high; tops measure 12 1/4" x 14 7/8" and bottoms measure 10 7/8" x 13 3/8". Lifetime warranty.

21 LC576 1
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 24 Students -
Modern Gray $599.00 $569.05 $569.05

Need a central spot to store students’ supplies? Our handy center is just the thing! Fill it with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and
keep everything from books and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need them. Plus, the gray
laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport throughout your classroom! Center measures 46"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h.
Lifetime warranty.

22 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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24 LC259 2 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $1,708.10
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

26 TT334 1 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $94.53
You get 12 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

27 TT675 1 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

Subtotal:  $14,115.44
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $14,115.44

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $742.92
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,228.75

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $2,971.67
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QUOTE 88481
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88481 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: READING 8

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 AB526RD 1 Kids Colors™ Spacemaker Storage Unit - Red $649.00 $616.55 $616.55
Books, games, puzzles, even bins full of manipulatives…our roomy units let you store it all—and make the most of your classroom space!
Each unit has easy-access shelves and divided compartments on top, an extra-long shelf in the middle for hard-to-store items like construction
paper and game boxes…plus 10 handy cubbies that can be used alone or with our  (sold separately below). Each wipe-clean laminate unit
features protective vinyl edging and safe, rounded corners. Lifetime warranty.

2 LC1405 1 Flex-Space Reading & Research Zone $3,649.00 $3,466.55 $3,466.55
Books and materials stay right within reach as students dive deep into learning! The ideal space for reading and research, this inviting learning
zone features two mobile storage centers with 24 colored book bins—so you can store and organize tons of books and reference
materials…and make them accessible to students. The four modular couches let up to 8 students work in comfort—and the pillows and plush,
soil-resistant carpet keep students extra-cozy as they work. Pillows have machine-washable covers. Storage centers are GREENGUARD®
Certified and come with a lifetime warranty. Carpet measures 9' x 12' and comes with a 10-year warranty.

3 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC252 1
Flex-Space Mobile 36-Tray Storage Center - Modern
Maple $1,299.00 $1,234.05 $1,234.05

From everyday supplies and materials to notebooks, school-to-home communication and more—our portable center provides convenient
access to essential items anywhere in the classroom! The heavy-duty laminate center includes 36 handy removable storage trays that slide in
and out easily, with built-in stoppers to prevent the trays from falling. Plus, the center rolls on four 4" locking casters—so it’s a cinch to move
exactly where you need it! Durable plastic trays come in the 3 colors shown. Center measures 55 1/2"w x 17"d x 39 1/2"h. Trays measure 3"
high; tops measure 12 1/4" x 14 7/8" and bottoms measure 10 7/8" x 13 3/8". Lifetime warranty.
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5 LC398 24
Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk with Book Box -
Modern Gray $339.00 $322.05 $7,729.20

Use our wedge desk alone for independent work…or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is surrounded by a thick
vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3 adjustable steel legs
with smooth-rolling, locking casters…and there’s even a built-in box on the underside to neatly store books, papers and more! Easy assembly.
Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 Book box measures approximately 12 7/8"l x 13 5/8"w x 3 1/8"h.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

7 LC253 6 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk - Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $2,274.30
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work with our versatile standing desk! Designed to
provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged desktop with heavy-duty
laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs have 4 locking casters
and adjust to 11 different positions, so every student can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with our Flex-Space
Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk measures 28"w x
21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

8 LC405GA 2 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Seat - Gray $59.99 $56.99 $113.98
Give kids a special place to sit—with cozy chairs that provide flexible seating wherever you need it! The chairs feature cushioned back
supports that adjust to the perfect position…simply lift the backs of the seats to a comfortable height, then just lay them flat for convenient
storage! Removable microfiber covers are machine-washable.

9 LC767GA 20 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $2,451.00
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

11 LC741 6 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $849.30
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

12 LC766GA 4 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Gray $89.99 $85.49 $341.96
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

13 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.
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15 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

Subtotal:  $21,449.04
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $21,449.04

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $1,128.90
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $3,386.69

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $4,515.59
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1 LC865 1
Flex-Space Comfy Rectangular Classroom Carpet - 9' x
12' - Gray $389.00 $369.55 $369.55

These rectangular, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber?that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand
the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year…with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.

2 LC813BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Blue $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

3 LC405GR 3 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Seat - Green $59.99 $56.99 $170.97
Give kids a special place to sit—with cozy chairs that provide flexible seating wherever you need it! The chairs feature cushioned back
supports that adjust to the perfect position…simply lift the backs of the seats to a comfortable height, then just lay them flat for convenient
storage! Removable microfiber covers are machine-washable.

4 LC256 30 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $7,951.50
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.
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6 LC765GR 22
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 15 1/2" -
Green $124.00 $117.80 $2,591.60

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

7 LC766BU 10 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Blue $89.99 $85.49 $854.90
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

8 LC254 3 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $1,422.15
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

9 LC741 6 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $849.30
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

10 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

12 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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14 LC767GA 1 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $122.55
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

16 LC531 1
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $349.00 $331.55 $331.55

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 2 spacious, easy-access shelves to hold all sorts of items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy
unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

17 LC215 1 Flex-Space Mobile 6-Cubby Storage Unit - Modern Gray $699.00 $664.05 $664.05
The 6 extra-spacious cubbies in our portable unit are big enough for even the hardest-to-store items! Featuring a modern gray design, the
durable laminate unit includes 4" locking casters, so you can easily move it to any location in your classroom. Unit measures 42"w x 19"d x 33
3/4"h.  Each cubby measures 13"w x 18"d x 13"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/04/21.

19 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $18,174.32
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $18,174.32

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $956.54
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,869.63

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,826.17
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1 LC812GA 20 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Gray $249.00 $236.55 $4,731.00
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

2 LC257 20 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $6,061.00
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

4 LC253 6 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk - Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $2,274.30
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work with our versatile standing desk! Designed to
provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged desktop with heavy-duty
laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs have 4 locking casters
and adjust to 11 different positions, so every student can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with our Flex-Space
Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk measures 28"w x
21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.
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5 LC767BU 10 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $1,225.50
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC767GA 10 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $1,225.50
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

8 LC741 12 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,698.60
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

9 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

11 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

Subtotal:  $18,829.00
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $18,829.00

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $991.00
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,973.00

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,964.00
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1 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

2 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

4 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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6 LC532 2
Flex-Space 3-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $459.00 $436.05 $872.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 3 deep, spacious shelves that perfectly fit tons of supplies and materials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games.
And the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 46"h. Lifetime
warranty.

7 LC533 2
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

8 TT675 1 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

9 LC576 1
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 24 Students -
Modern Gray $599.00 $569.05 $569.05

Need a central spot to store students’ supplies? Our handy center is just the thing! Fill it with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and
keep everything from books and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need them. Plus, the gray
laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport throughout your classroom! Center measures 46"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h.
Lifetime warranty.

10 LM120 1 Clear-View Bins - Set of 10 $78.50 $74.58 $74.58
You get a set of 10 super-tough plastic bins; each bin measures 13 1/2" x 8" x 5" high.

11 DG231 1 Heavy-Duty Spacemaker Storage Unit $599.00 $569.05 $569.05
This incredible unit stores it all! The top has handy compartments that hold everything from puzzles to books…the middle holds wide items like
games and craft paper…and the bottom has easy-access cubbies that are perfect alone or with our Clear-View Bins or Color Bins (both sold
separately below). The tough laminate unit features rounded corners to keep children safe. Unit measures 46 1/2"w x 15"d x 36 1/2"h. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 08/30/21.

13 LC256 6 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $1,590.30
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

15 LC768GA 6 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 18" - Gray $99.99 $94.99 $569.94
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.
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16 LC257 24 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $7,273.20
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

18 LC767GA 25 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $3,063.75
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

20 LC254 4 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $1,896.20
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

21 LC741 9 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,273.95
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

22 LC274GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Gray $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.

23 LC246GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Two - Gray $379.00 $360.05 $360.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 2 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 35"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.
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24 LC348GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Curved Couch - Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

Subtotal:  $24,010.72
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $24,010.72

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $1,263.72
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $3,791.17

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $5,054.89
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QUOTE 88488
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88488 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: COMPUTER LAB

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC767GR 10
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $1,225.50

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

2 LC767BU 10 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $1,225.50
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

3 LC767GA 12 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $1,470.60
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

5 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.
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7 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

8 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

Subtotal:  $6,293.75
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $6,293.75

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $331.25
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $993.75

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $1,325.00
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Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354
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515 W MAIN ST
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Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88489 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: SOCIAL STUDIES 7

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC812BU 3 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Blue $249.00 $236.55 $709.65
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

2 LC274GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Green $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.

3 LC696 1
Flex-Space Mobile Book Bin Storage Center - Modern
Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

Our handy center makes it easy to roll tons of books anywhere in the classroom! Made from rugged laminate and featuring a modern gray
design, the center includes 3 divided shelves that perfectly fit 12 bins (sold separately below)—so your books stay organized and right within
reach! And it rolls on 3" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Center measures 32"w x 14 1/2"d x 34 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC862 1
Flex-Space Comfy Rectangular Classroom Carpet - 6' x 9'
- Gray $229.00 $217.55 $217.55

These rectangular, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber?that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand
the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year…with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.
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5 LC254 6 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $2,844.30
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC741 13 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,840.15
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

7 LC767BU 18 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $2,205.90
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

8 LC257 18 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $5,454.90
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

10 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

12 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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14 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

15 LC533 1
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $550.05

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $16,857.75
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $16,857.75

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $887.25
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,661.75

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,549.00
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 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.
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 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: STEAM
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1 LC813GR 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Green $499.00 $474.05 $948.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

2 LC214 10
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $4,740.50

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

4 LC767BU 12 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $1,470.60
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

5 LC767GR 12
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $1,470.60

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
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6 LC767RG 12
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Orange $129.00 $122.55 $1,470.60

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

7 LC254 2 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $948.10
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

8 LC741 4 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $566.20
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

9 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

11 LC767BU 1 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $122.55
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

12 LC512 5 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $3,795.25
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

13 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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15 LC533 1
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $550.05

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

16 LC414 1 Flex-Space 3-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern Gray $299.00 $284.05 $284.05
Make the most of all your classroom space with a storage center that fits into any corner…and keeps tons of binders super-organized! Our
durable laminate center features 3 wide, curved shelves for visibility—in a sophisticated gray color that’s perfect for modern classrooms.
Center holds up to 42 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 39"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $17,979.70
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $17,979.70

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $946.30
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,838.90

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,785.20
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 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.
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 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: SPED EBD
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1 DG577 1 Heavy-Duty Adjustable Group Table - 48" x 72" $369.00 $350.55 $350.55
Our heavy-duty adjustable tables combine the timeless appeal of wood with the durability of laminate! The horseshoe-shaped tables allow
teachers easy access to small groups. Each table has kid-friendly details like rounded corners & vinyl edging, plus a thick 1 1/4" tabletop that
wipes clean and resists scratches and stains. The super-sturdy steel legs even adjust to the perfect height...and come with tough nylon tips to
protect classroom floors! Easy assembly. Chairs sold separately below. Lifetime warranty.

2 LC517BU 18 Flex-Space Stacking Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $69.99 $66.49 $1,196.82
The contoured design of our super-sturdy stacking chairs guarantees years of comfortable seating! Heavy-gauge steel frames and legs are
specially designed to resist tipping, while non-marring, self-leveling glides give maximum stability. Plus, the easy-to-clean polypropylene chairs
even stack for storage. Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime
warranty.

3 LC768GA 4 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 18" - Gray $99.99 $94.99 $379.96
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

4 LC528GR 4 Flex-Space Balance Ball Seat - 17" - Green $19.99 $18.99 $75.96
Our inflatable ball seats allow students to move and balance—reducing restlessness and improving focus while they learn! Made with sturdy,
easy-clean PVC that’s lightweight enough for kids to move around the class, the seats each include 5 legs to keep them in place right where
you want them. Seats are easy to inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold separately below).
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5 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC1405 1 Flex-Space Reading & Research Zone $3,649.00 $3,466.55 $3,466.55
Books and materials stay right within reach as students dive deep into learning! The ideal space for reading and research, this inviting learning
zone features two mobile storage centers with 24 colored book bins—so you can store and organize tons of books and reference
materials…and make them accessible to students. The four modular couches let up to 8 students work in comfort—and the pillows and plush,
soil-resistant carpet keep students extra-cozy as they work. Pillows have machine-washable covers. Storage centers are GREENGUARD®
Certified and come with a lifetime warranty. Carpet measures 9' x 12' and comes with a 10-year warranty.

7 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

9 LC298 1
Flex-Space Mobile Book Bin Storage Center - Modern
Maple $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

Our mobile center makes it easy to store tons of books in a minimum of space! The rugged laminate unit has 3" locking casters, so you can
roll it anywhere. Plus, it has 3 shelves that are perfect for organizing materials and are big enough to hold a set of 12 book bins (sold
separately below)—just fill them with books! Center measures 32"w x 14 1/2"d x 34 1/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

10 TT836 1 Flex-Space Book Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $94.53
Made especially for books, these 12 plastic bins come in 3 bright colors. Bins measure 5" high; tops measure 7" x 14" and bottoms measure 5
3/4" x 11 1/2". Bins come with labels.

11 LC788 12 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Maple $319.00 $303.05 $3,636.60
Encourage collaborative learning with our rolling student desk! The roomy desktop is made of durable laminate, with a tough vinyl edgeband
and a curved ergonomic design. Plus, the adjustable desk height fits every level of elementary classrooms! Desk includes 4 smooth-rolling,
locking casters for easy movement. Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

13 LC674 2
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 24 Students -
Modern Maple $599.00 $569.05 $1,138.10

Give students a central location to store supplies—with our durable center you can roll anywhere! Simply use the unit with our Flex-Space
Student Storage Bins (sold separately below) to keep books, folders, journals and tons of other classroom supplies organized and within easy
reach. The heavy-duty laminate center features 3" locking casters. Center measures 46"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.
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14 TT675 2 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

15 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

Subtotal:  $14,322.42
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $14,322.42

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $753.81
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,261.43

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,015.24
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1 LC517GA 35 Flex-Space Stacking Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $69.99 $66.49 $2,327.15
The contoured design of our super-sturdy stacking chairs guarantees years of comfortable seating! Heavy-gauge steel frames and legs are
specially designed to resist tipping, while non-marring, self-leveling glides give maximum stability. Plus, the easy-to-clean polypropylene chairs
even stack for storage. Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime
warranty.

2 LC533 3
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,650.15

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

3 LC531 5
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $349.00 $331.55 $1,657.75

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 2 spacious, easy-access shelves to hold all sorts of items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy
unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC414 3 Flex-Space 3-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern Gray $299.00 $284.05 $852.15
Make the most of all your classroom space with a storage center that fits into any corner…and keeps tons of binders super-organized! Our
durable laminate center features 3 wide, curved shelves for visibility—in a sophisticated gray color that’s perfect for modern classrooms.
Center holds up to 42 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 39"h. Lifetime warranty.
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5 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

7 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

Subtotal:  $8,100.30
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $8,100.30

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $426.33
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $1,278.99

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $1,705.32
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1 LC214 12
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $5,688.60

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC254 4 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $1,896.20
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC584 36 Flex-Space Premium Stacking Stool - Modern Maple - 18" $79.99 $75.99 $2,735.64
Our ultra-durable stools are perfect for adding seating anywhere in the classroom—and their space-saving, easy-stack design makes it simple
to store them out of the way! Featuring 4 sturdy metal legs with plastic bumpers and glides and a tough laminate seat, each stool is sure to
withstand years of daily classroom use. Lifetime warranty.

5 LC637 8 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Maple $149.00 $141.55 $1,132.40
Great for use with our Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desks, this versatile stool easily adjusts to exactly the right height! Stool features a heavy-
gauge steel frame, 4 legs with non-marring, self-leveling glides and a laminate seat. Seat measures 13" in diameter.
 Stool adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.
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6 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

8 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

10 LC767GA 1 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $122.55
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

12 LC240X 1 Flex-Space Comfy Stools - Set of 3 Colors $399.00 $379.05 $379.05
Our comfy, compact seats are a great addition to reading nooks, group tables, Flex-Space desks and more! Plus, they’re made with wipe-
clean rugged vinyl that makes care a cinch.

13 LC696 1
Flex-Space Mobile Book Bin Storage Center - Modern
Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

Our handy center makes it easy to roll tons of books anywhere in the classroom! Made from rugged laminate and featuring a modern gray
design, the center includes 3 divided shelves that perfectly fit 12 bins (sold separately below)—so your books stay organized and right within
reach! And it rolls on 3" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Center measures 32"w x 14 1/2"d x 34 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

14 TT836 1 Flex-Space Book Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $94.53
Made especially for books, these 12 plastic bins come in 3 bright colors. Bins measure 5" high; tops measure 7" x 14" and bottoms measure 5
3/4" x 11 1/2". Bins come with labels.

15 LC575 2
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 12 Students -
Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $758.10

Need a central spot to store students’ supplies? Our handy center is just the thing! Fill it with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and
keep everything from books and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need them. Plus, the gray
laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport throughout your classroom! Center measures 23 1/4"w x 14 1/2"d x 33
3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.
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16 TT334 2 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $189.06
You get 12 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

17 LC252 3
Flex-Space Mobile 36-Tray Storage Center - Modern
Maple $1,299.00 $1,234.05 $3,702.15

From everyday supplies and materials to notebooks, school-to-home communication and more—our portable center provides convenient
access to essential items anywhere in the classroom! The heavy-duty laminate center includes 36 handy removable storage trays that slide in
and out easily, with built-in stoppers to prevent the trays from falling. Plus, the center rolls on four 4" locking casters—so it’s a cinch to move
exactly where you need it! Durable plastic trays come in the 3 colors shown. Center measures 55 1/2"w x 17"d x 39 1/2"h. Trays measure 3"
high; tops measure 12 1/4" x 14 7/8" and bottoms measure 10 7/8" x 13 3/8". Lifetime warranty.

18 RR400 3 Flex-Space Classroom Storage Bench - Modern Maple $399.00 $379.05 $1,137.15
Our roomy wooden bench has plenty of comfortable seating space for students…and 3 compartments to keep books and materials organized
and within reach! Plus, the padded cushion is made of vinyl and attaches with hook & loop fasteners…so you can remove it and wipe it clean!
Bench measures 52"w x 14 1/2"d x 16 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

19 LC685 3
Lakeshore Double-Space Mobile Drying Rack - Natural
Color $189.00 $179.55 $538.65

Our giant rack has twice the drying space between each shelf, so it’s perfect for oversize artwork and 3-D collages! Mobile metal rack features
4 locking casters, plus 15 reinforced shelves that are 2" apart—allowing artwork to dry flat without sagging. Rack measures 20 1/2"w x 17"d x
41 1/4"h.
 Shelves hold paper up to 18" x 24".

20 LC414 3 Flex-Space 3-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern Gray $299.00 $284.05 $852.15
Make the most of all your classroom space with a storage center that fits into any corner…and keeps tons of binders super-organized! Our
durable laminate center features 3 wide, curved shelves for visibility—in a sophisticated gray color that’s perfect for modern classrooms.
Center holds up to 42 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 39"h. Lifetime warranty.

21 LC215 4 Flex-Space Mobile 6-Cubby Storage Unit - Modern Gray $699.00 $664.05 $2,656.20
The 6 extra-spacious cubbies in our portable unit are big enough for even the hardest-to-store items! Featuring a modern gray design, the
durable laminate unit includes 4" locking casters, so you can easily move it to any location in your classroom. Unit measures 42"w x 19"d x 33
3/4"h.  Each cubby measures 13"w x 18"d x 13"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/04/21.

Subtotal:  $23,969.58
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $23,969.58

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $1,261.56
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $3,784.67

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $5,046.23
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1 LC214 8
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $3,792.40

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC767BU 11 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $1,348.05
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC767GA 11 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $1,348.05
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

6 LC767GR 11
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $1,348.05

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
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7 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

9 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

11 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

12 LC532 2
Flex-Space 3-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $459.00 $436.05 $872.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 3 deep, spacious shelves that perfectly fit tons of supplies and materials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games.
And the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 46"h. Lifetime
warranty.

Subtotal:  $11,839.85
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $11,839.85

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $623.15
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $1,869.45

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $2,492.60
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1 LC214 1
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC257 28 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $8,485.40
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

5 LC253 8 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk - Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $3,032.40
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work with our versatile standing desk! Designed to
provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged desktop with heavy-duty
laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs have 4 locking casters
and adjust to 11 different positions, so every student can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with our Flex-Space
Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk measures 28"w x
21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.
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Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

6 LC767RG 8
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Orange $129.00 $122.55 $980.40

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

7 LC767BU 8 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $980.40
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

8 LC766GR 6 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Green $89.99 $85.49 $512.94
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

9 LC768BU 6 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 18" - Blue $99.99 $94.99 $569.94
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

10 LC741 8 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,132.40
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

11 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

13 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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15 LC741 1 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $141.55
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

16 LC767BU 1 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $122.55
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

17 LL130 2 Lakeshore Paper Trays - Set of 3 $23.50 $22.33 $44.66
Perfect for use with our File and Store Mobile Cart, our paper trays are ideal for turning in homework, storing worksheets and more! Sized for
8 1/2" x 11" or 9" x 12" paper. Trays come in green, red and yellow; each tray measures 14"l x 11"w x 3"h.

18 FF688 2 File and Store Mobile Cart $249.00 $236.55 $473.10
All your supplies and classroom files...in one compact cart! The mobile cart fits tons of file folders on top—with an open design that provides
easy access to all your files. Plus, the 3 shelves in front are great alone or with our Heavy-Duty Paper Trays (sold separately below). The back
shelf stores binders, manuals and more! Comes with locking casters for easy mobility. Simple assembly. File folders not included. Cart
measures 16 1/2"w x 23"d x 30"h.

19 LC531 2
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $349.00 $331.55 $663.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 2 spacious, easy-access shelves to hold all sorts of items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy
unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $19,225.99
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $19,225.99

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $1,011.89
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $3,035.68

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $4,047.57
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QUOTE 88499
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88499 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: ISAP

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC767GA 4 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $490.20
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

3 LC767BU 4 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $490.20
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC767GR 4
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $490.20

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

5 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.
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Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

6 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

8 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

Subtotal:  $4,601.80
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $4,601.80

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $242.20
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $726.60

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $968.80
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QUOTE 88500
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88500 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: SCIENCE 6

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC405GR 4 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Seat - Green $59.99 $56.99 $227.96
Give kids a special place to sit—with cozy chairs that provide flexible seating wherever you need it! The chairs feature cushioned back
supports that adjust to the perfect position…simply lift the backs of the seats to a comfortable height, then just lay them flat for convenient
storage! Removable microfiber covers are machine-washable.

2 LC348GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Curved Couch - Green $579.00 $550.05 $550.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

3 LC707 1
Flex-Space Round Floor Table - Modern Gray - 48"
Diameter $349.00 $331.55 $331.55

Now kids can “pull up a seat”…right on the floor! Each extra-low gray table has a top made of tough laminate on the surface
underside—surrounded by a vinyl edgeband for added durability. Plus, the 4 adjustable steel legs include protective caps. Easy assembly.
Lifetime warranty.

4 LC256 6 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $1,590.30
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.
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6 LC257 4 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $1,212.20
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

8 LC663 1 Flex-Space Write & Wipe Mobile Rectangular Table $549.00 $521.55 $521.55
No need to go up to a classroom board or use tons of paper—kids can write directly on this table! The dry-erase tabletop is surrounded by a
rugged vinyl edgeband for lasting durability, with a laminate surface and underside for added strength. Plus, the table has a stable steel frame
and 4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for mobility. Easy assembly. Table measures 60"w x 30"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D878837.

Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

10 LC767GR 24
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $2,941.20

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

11 LC214 4
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $1,896.20

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

13 LC766GR 6 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Green $89.99 $85.49 $512.94
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

14 LC254 2 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $948.10
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.
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15 LC741 4 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $566.20
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

16 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

18 LC767GR 1
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $122.55

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

19 LC748 1 Flex-Space Double-Sided Mobile Teaching Easel $449.00 $426.55 $426.55
Our mobile easel is perfect for the 21st-century classroom! With 2 magnetic write & wipe surfaces—one blank for drawing and demonstrating
concepts and one with permanent, 1 1/2" lines for writing—the versatile, multipurpose steel-frame easel also features a handy tray for
displaying books…rings to hang charts and tablets…even a roomy shelf for supplies. Best of all, the sturdy easel rolls on 4 locking
casters—for seamless mobility anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Easel measures 30"w x 34 1/2"d x 62"h.

20 FF688 1 File and Store Mobile Cart $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
All your supplies and classroom files...in one compact cart! The mobile cart fits tons of file folders on top—with an open design that provides
easy access to all your files. Plus, the 3 shelves in front are great alone or with our Heavy-Duty Paper Trays (sold separately below). The back
shelf stores binders, manuals and more! Comes with locking casters for easy mobility. Simple assembly. File folders not included. Cart
measures 16 1/2"w x 23"d x 30"h.

21 LC453 2
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

23 LC215 2 Flex-Space Mobile 6-Cubby Storage Unit - Modern Gray $699.00 $664.05 $1,328.10
The 6 extra-spacious cubbies in our portable unit are big enough for even the hardest-to-store items! Featuring a modern gray design, the
durable laminate unit includes 4" locking casters, so you can easily move it to any location in your classroom. Unit measures 42"w x 19"d x 33
3/4"h.  Each cubby measures 13"w x 18"d x 13"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/04/21.
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Subtotal:  $15,784.15
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $15,784.15

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $830.75
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,492.24

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,322.99
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QUOTE 88503
Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88503 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: SOCIAL STUDIES 6

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC812GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Gray $249.00 $236.55 $473.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

2 LC257 16 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $4,848.80
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

4 LC253 10 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk - Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $3,790.50
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work with our versatile standing desk! Designed to
provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged desktop with heavy-duty
laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs have 4 locking casters
and adjust to 11 different positions, so every student can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with our Flex-Space
Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk measures 28"w x
21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.
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5 LC767BU 16 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $1,960.80
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC741 10 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,415.50
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

7 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

9 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

11 LC741 1 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $141.55
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

12 LC767BU 1 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $122.55
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

13 LC215 1 Flex-Space Mobile 6-Cubby Storage Unit - Modern Gray $699.00 $664.05 $664.05
The 6 extra-spacious cubbies in our portable unit are big enough for even the hardest-to-store items! Featuring a modern gray design, the
durable laminate unit includes 4" locking casters, so you can easily move it to any location in your classroom. Unit measures 42"w x 19"d x 33
3/4"h.  Each cubby measures 13"w x 18"d x 13"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/04/21.
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15 LC533 1
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $550.05

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $15,580.00
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $15,580.00

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $820.00
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,460.00

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,280.00
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 ______________________________
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1 LC539 2 Flex-Space Mobile Trapezoid Table - Modern Gray $489.00 $464.55 $929.10
It’s a cinch to create collaborative learning spaces anywhere you need them with our mobile table! It features an ultra-durable gray surface
completely covered with super-strong laminate on both the top and bottom…an extra-tough vinyl edgeband that wraps around the tabletop on
all 4 sides…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for incredibly easy portability. Easy assembly. Table measures 60"w x 30"d.
Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

5 LC767GA 6 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $735.30
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.
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7 LC348BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Curved Couch - Blue $579.00 $550.05 $550.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

8 LC813GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

9 LC813GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Green $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

10 LC812RG 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Orange $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

11 LC812GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Green $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

12 LC274BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Blue $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.
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13 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

15 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

16 LC533 1
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $550.05

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

17 LC531 1
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $349.00 $331.55 $331.55

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 2 spacious, easy-access shelves to hold all sorts of items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy
unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $7,173.45
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $7,173.45

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $377.55
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $1,132.65

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $1,510.20
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1 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

2 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

4 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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6 LC532 2
Flex-Space 3-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $459.00 $436.05 $872.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 3 deep, spacious shelves that perfectly fit tons of supplies and materials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games.
And the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 46"h. Lifetime
warranty.

7 LC533 2
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

8 TT675 1 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

9 LC576 1
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 24 Students -
Modern Gray $599.00 $569.05 $569.05

Need a central spot to store students’ supplies? Our handy center is just the thing! Fill it with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and
keep everything from books and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need them. Plus, the gray
laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport throughout your classroom! Center measures 46"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h.
Lifetime warranty.

10 LM120 1 Clear-View Bins - Set of 10 $78.50 $74.58 $74.58
You get a set of 10 super-tough plastic bins; each bin measures 13 1/2" x 8" x 5" high.

11 DG231 1 Heavy-Duty Spacemaker Storage Unit $599.00 $569.05 $569.05
This incredible unit stores it all! The top has handy compartments that hold everything from puzzles to books…the middle holds wide items like
games and craft paper…and the bottom has easy-access cubbies that are perfect alone or with our Clear-View Bins or Color Bins (both sold
separately below). The tough laminate unit features rounded corners to keep children safe. Unit measures 46 1/2"w x 15"d x 36 1/2"h. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 08/30/21.

13 LC256 6 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $1,590.30
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

15 LC768GA 6 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 18" - Gray $99.99 $94.99 $569.94
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.
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16 LC257 24 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $7,273.20
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

18 LC767GA 25 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $3,063.75
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

20 LC254 4 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $1,896.20
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

21 LC741 9 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,273.95
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

22 LC274GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Gray $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.

23 LC246GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Two - Gray $379.00 $360.05 $360.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 2 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 35"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.
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24 LC348GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Curved Couch - Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

Subtotal:  $24,010.72
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $24,010.72

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $1,263.72
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $3,791.17

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $5,054.89
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1 LC256 30 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $7,951.50
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC765BU 30 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 15 1/2" - Blue $124.00 $117.80 $3,534.00
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC254 3 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $1,422.15
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.
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5 LC741 6 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $849.30
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

Subtotal:  $14,611.00
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $14,611.00

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $769.00
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,307.00

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,076.00
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
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(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354
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Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88508 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: RTI WRITING

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 DG577 1 Heavy-Duty Adjustable Group Table - 48" x 72" $369.00 $350.55 $350.55
Our heavy-duty adjustable tables combine the timeless appeal of wood with the durability of laminate! The horseshoe-shaped tables allow
teachers easy access to small groups. Each table has kid-friendly details like rounded corners & vinyl edging, plus a thick 1 1/4" tabletop that
wipes clean and resists scratches and stains. The super-sturdy steel legs even adjust to the perfect height...and come with tough nylon tips to
protect classroom floors! Easy assembly. Chairs sold separately below. Lifetime warranty.

2 LC517BU 18 Flex-Space Stacking Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $69.99 $66.49 $1,196.82
The contoured design of our super-sturdy stacking chairs guarantees years of comfortable seating! Heavy-gauge steel frames and legs are
specially designed to resist tipping, while non-marring, self-leveling glides give maximum stability. Plus, the easy-to-clean polypropylene chairs
even stack for storage. Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime
warranty.

3 LC768GA 4 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 18" - Gray $99.99 $94.99 $379.96
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

4 LC528GR 4 Flex-Space Balance Ball Seat - 17" - Green $19.99 $18.99 $75.96
Our inflatable ball seats allow students to move and balance—reducing restlessness and improving focus while they learn! Made with sturdy,
easy-clean PVC that’s lightweight enough for kids to move around the class, the seats each include 5 legs to keep them in place right where
you want them. Seats are easy to inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold separately below).
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5 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

6 LC1405 1 Flex-Space Reading & Research Zone $3,649.00 $3,466.55 $3,466.55
Books and materials stay right within reach as students dive deep into learning! The ideal space for reading and research, this inviting learning
zone features two mobile storage centers with 24 colored book bins—so you can store and organize tons of books and reference
materials…and make them accessible to students. The four modular couches let up to 8 students work in comfort—and the pillows and plush,
soil-resistant carpet keep students extra-cozy as they work. Pillows have machine-washable covers. Storage centers are GREENGUARD®
Certified and come with a lifetime warranty. Carpet measures 9' x 12' and comes with a 10-year warranty.

7 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

9 LC298 1
Flex-Space Mobile Book Bin Storage Center - Modern
Maple $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

Our mobile center makes it easy to store tons of books in a minimum of space! The rugged laminate unit has 3" locking casters, so you can
roll it anywhere. Plus, it has 3 shelves that are perfect for organizing materials and are big enough to hold a set of 12 book bins (sold
separately below)—just fill them with books! Center measures 32"w x 14 1/2"d x 34 1/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

10 TT836 1 Flex-Space Book Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $94.53
Made especially for books, these 12 plastic bins come in 3 bright colors. Bins measure 5" high; tops measure 7" x 14" and bottoms measure 5
3/4" x 11 1/2". Bins come with labels.

11 LC788 12 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Maple $319.00 $303.05 $3,636.60
Encourage collaborative learning with our rolling student desk! The roomy desktop is made of durable laminate, with a tough vinyl edgeband
and a curved ergonomic design. Plus, the adjustable desk height fits every level of elementary classrooms! Desk includes 4 smooth-rolling,
locking casters for easy movement. Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

13 LC674 2
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 24 Students -
Modern Maple $599.00 $569.05 $1,138.10

Give students a central location to store supplies—with our durable center you can roll anywhere! Simply use the unit with our Flex-Space
Student Storage Bins (sold separately below) to keep books, folders, journals and tons of other classroom supplies organized and within easy
reach. The heavy-duty laminate center features 3" locking casters. Center measures 46"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.
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14 TT675 2 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

15 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

Subtotal:  $14,322.42
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $14,322.42

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $753.81
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,261.43

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,015.24
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 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88509 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: RTI READING

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC257 14 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $4,242.70
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC767GA 14 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $1,715.70
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

5 LC1403 1 Flex-Space Standing Desk Small-Group Zone $1,589.00 $1,509.55 $1,509.55
Designed for the 21st-century classroom, this super-flexible learning zone lets up to 4 students sit, stand and move during team projects!
Perfect for encouraging collaborative learning, the mobile, height-adjustable desks give kids a variety of work space options for STEM
activities, hands-on science investigations and so much more. Desks have locking casters and adjust from 31" to 41" high. And like the desks,
the versatile stools can be adjusted to exactly the right height. Desks are GREENGUARD® Certified and stools come fully assembled.
Lifetime warranty.
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6 DG577 1 Heavy-Duty Adjustable Group Table - 48" x 72" $369.00 $350.55 $350.55
Our heavy-duty adjustable tables combine the timeless appeal of wood with the durability of laminate! The horseshoe-shaped tables allow
teachers easy access to small groups. Each table has kid-friendly details like rounded corners & vinyl edging, plus a thick 1 1/4" tabletop that
wipes clean and resists scratches and stains. The super-sturdy steel legs even adjust to the perfect height...and come with tough nylon tips to
protect classroom floors! Easy assembly. Chairs sold separately below. Lifetime warranty.

7 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

9 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

11 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

12 LC531 4
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $349.00 $331.55 $1,326.20

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 2 spacious, easy-access shelves to hold all sorts of items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy
unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

13 LC576 1
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 24 Students -
Modern Gray $599.00 $569.05 $569.05

Need a central spot to store students’ supplies? Our handy center is just the thing! Fill it with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and
keep everything from books and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need them. Plus, the gray
laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport throughout your classroom! Center measures 46"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h.
Lifetime warranty.

14 TT675 1 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".
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15 TT675 1 Flex-Space Student Storage Bins - Set of 24 $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, plus labels. Bins measure 6 1/4" high; tops measure 5 1/4" x 14" and bottoms measure 4 1/4" x 11
3/4".

16 LC748 1 Flex-Space Double-Sided Mobile Teaching Easel $449.00 $426.55 $426.55
Our mobile easel is perfect for the 21st-century classroom! With 2 magnetic write & wipe surfaces—one blank for drawing and demonstrating
concepts and one with permanent, 1 1/2" lines for writing—the versatile, multipurpose steel-frame easel also features a handy tray for
displaying books…rings to hang charts and tablets…even a roomy shelf for supplies. Best of all, the sturdy easel rolls on 4 locking
casters—for seamless mobility anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Easel measures 30"w x 34 1/2"d x 62"h.

17 LC405GA 2 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Seat - Gray $59.99 $56.99 $113.98
Give kids a special place to sit—with cozy chairs that provide flexible seating wherever you need it! The chairs feature cushioned back
supports that adjust to the perfect position…simply lift the backs of the seats to a comfortable height, then just lay them flat for convenient
storage! Removable microfiber covers are machine-washable.

18 LC768GA 4 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 18" - Gray $99.99 $94.99 $379.96
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.

19 LC528GR 2 Flex-Space Balance Ball Seat - 17" - Green $19.99 $18.99 $37.98
Our inflatable ball seats allow students to move and balance—reducing restlessness and improving focus while they learn! Made with sturdy,
easy-clean PVC that’s lightweight enough for kids to move around the class, the seats each include 5 legs to keep them in place right where
you want them. Seats are easy to inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold separately below).

20 LC865 1
Flex-Space Comfy Rectangular Classroom Carpet - 9' x
12' - Gray $389.00 $369.55 $369.55

These rectangular, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber?that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand
the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year…with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.

21 LC534 1 Flex-Space Comfy Pillows - Set of 6 $149.00 $141.55 $141.55
Make any space a cozy space with our super-soft pillows! Made of squeezable foam, the pillows feature wrinkle-resistant, machine-washable
covers. You get 6 pillows in the 3 colors shown.

22 LC812GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Gray $249.00 $236.55 $473.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.
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23 LC274GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Gray $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.

24 LC813GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

25 LC696 1
Flex-Space Mobile Book Bin Storage Center - Modern
Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

Our handy center makes it easy to roll tons of books anywhere in the classroom! Made from rugged laminate and featuring a modern gray
design, the center includes 3 divided shelves that perfectly fit 12 bins (sold separately below)—so your books stay organized and right within
reach! And it rolls on 3" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Center measures 32"w x 14 1/2"d x 34 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

26 TT836 1 Flex-Space Book Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $94.53
Made especially for books, these 12 plastic bins come in 3 bright colors. Bins measure 5" high; tops measure 7" x 14" and bottoms measure 5
3/4" x 11 1/2". Bins come with labels.

27 LC851 1
Flex-Space Comfy Round Classroom Carpet - 6'
Diameter - Gray $169.00 $160.55 $160.55

These round, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand the
toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year...with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.

28 LL878 1 Classroom Clipboards - Set of 6 $29.99 $28.49 $28.49
Designed especially for kids, our sturdy, lightweight clipboards feature a safe, easy-press clip that makes it a cinch to add and remove paper!
The durable plastic clipboards hold paper up to 9" x 12". You get 2 each of 3 colors. Each clipboard measures 10" x 13 1/2".
Out of stock--ship by 10/14/21.

30 LC252 2
Flex-Space Mobile 36-Tray Storage Center - Modern
Maple $1,299.00 $1,234.05 $2,468.10

From everyday supplies and materials to notebooks, school-to-home communication and more—our portable center provides convenient
access to essential items anywhere in the classroom! The heavy-duty laminate center includes 36 handy removable storage trays that slide in
and out easily, with built-in stoppers to prevent the trays from falling. Plus, the center rolls on four 4" locking casters—so it’s a cinch to move
exactly where you need it! Durable plastic trays come in the 3 colors shown. Center measures 55 1/2"w x 17"d x 39 1/2"h. Trays measure 3"
high; tops measure 12 1/4" x 14 7/8" and bottoms measure 10 7/8" x 13 3/8". Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $19,243.59
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $19,243.59

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $1,012.82
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $3,038.46

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $4,051.28
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1 WC716 6 Flex-Space Wobble Chair - 16" - Gray $69.99 $66.49 $398.94
Our specially designed chairs are a great flexible seating option! Ideal for those who like to wiggle and wobble while they sit, each safe, stable
chair has a rounded base that allows students a little movement—without tipping over! And the super-lightweight design makes the chairs
easy for kids to pick up and carry anywhere in the room! Featuring FDA-approved antimicrobial protection, the rugged plastic chairs come in
gray and are available in three heights. Simple assembly.

2 LC767GA 10 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $1,225.50
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

4 LC741 2 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $283.10
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

5 LC534 1 Flex-Space Comfy Pillows - Set of 6 $149.00 $141.55 $141.55
Make any space a cozy space with our super-soft pillows! Made of squeezable foam, the pillows feature wrinkle-resistant, machine-washable
covers. You get 6 pillows in the 3 colors shown.
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6 LC574BU 2 Flex-Space Jumbo Beanbag Seat - Blue (36"w x 34"h) $199.00 $189.05 $378.10
Perfect for reading areas, classroom activities and more, our beanbags provide cozy, flexible seating students love! The seats feature extra-
high backs and mold to the body’s contour for the ultimate comfort and support…plus, each seat has a wipe-clean vinyl cover that includes a
stitch-closed zipper to keep the polystyrene beads inside.
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

8 LC231RG 2 Flex-Space Comfy Stool - Orange $149.00 $141.55 $283.10
Our comfy, compact seats are a great addition to reading nooks, group tables, Flex-Space desks and more! Plus, they’re made with wipe-
clean rugged vinyl that makes care a cinch.

9 LC812BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Blue $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

10 LC812GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Green $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

11 LC813RG 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Orange $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

12 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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14 LC696 2
Flex-Space Mobile Book Bin Storage Center - Modern
Gray $499.00 $474.05 $948.10

Our handy center makes it easy to roll tons of books anywhere in the classroom! Made from rugged laminate and featuring a modern gray
design, the center includes 3 divided shelves that perfectly fit 12 bins (sold separately below)—so your books stay organized and right within
reach! And it rolls on 3" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Center measures 32"w x 14 1/2"d x 34 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

15 TT836 2 Flex-Space Book Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $189.06
Made especially for books, these 12 plastic bins come in 3 bright colors. Bins measure 5" high; tops measure 7" x 14" and bottoms measure 5
3/4" x 11 1/2". Bins come with labels.

16 LC412 1 Flex-Space 2-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern Gray $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of all your classroom space with a storage center that fits into any corner…and keeps tons of binders super-organized! Our
durable laminate center features 2 wide, curved shelves for visibility—in a sophisticated gray color that’s perfect for modern classrooms.
Center holds up to 28 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 26 1/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

17 LC533 2
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 4 roomy shelves for all your classroom essentials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy unit is
made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

18 LC532 2
Flex-Space 3-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $459.00 $436.05 $872.10

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 3 deep, spacious shelves that perfectly fit tons of supplies and materials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games.
And the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 46"h. Lifetime
warranty.

19 LC512 2 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

20 LC748 1 Flex-Space Double-Sided Mobile Teaching Easel $449.00 $426.55 $426.55
Our mobile easel is perfect for the 21st-century classroom! With 2 magnetic write & wipe surfaces—one blank for drawing and demonstrating
concepts and one with permanent, 1 1/2" lines for writing—the versatile, multipurpose steel-frame easel also features a handy tray for
displaying books…rings to hang charts and tablets…even a roomy shelf for supplies. Best of all, the sturdy easel rolls on 4 locking
casters—for seamless mobility anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Easel measures 30"w x 34 1/2"d x 62"h.

21 LC256 6 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $1,590.30
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.
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23 LC254 1 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

24 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

26 LC539 2 Flex-Space Mobile Trapezoid Table - Modern Gray $489.00 $464.55 $929.10
It’s a cinch to create collaborative learning spaces anywhere you need them with our mobile table! It features an ultra-durable gray surface
completely covered with super-strong laminate on both the top and bottom…an extra-tough vinyl edgeband that wraps around the tabletop on
all 4 sides…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for incredibly easy portability. Easy assembly. Table measures 60"w x 30"d.
Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

28 LC865 1
Flex-Space Comfy Rectangular Classroom Carpet - 9' x
12' - Gray $389.00 $369.55 $369.55

These rectangular, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber?that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand
the toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year…with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.

29 LC850 1
Flex-Space Comfy Round Classroom Carpet - 6'
Diameter - Green $169.00 $160.55 $160.55

These round, extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand the
toughest classroom use! Plus, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year...with a sturdy, flexible backing that
provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.

30 DG231 1 Heavy-Duty Spacemaker Storage Unit $599.00 $569.05 $569.05
This incredible unit stores it all! The top has handy compartments that hold everything from puzzles to books…the middle holds wide items like
games and craft paper…and the bottom has easy-access cubbies that are perfect alone or with our Clear-View Bins or Color Bins (both sold
separately below). The tough laminate unit features rounded corners to keep children safe. Unit measures 46 1/2"w x 15"d x 36 1/2"h. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 08/30/21.

32 LM120 1 Clear-View Bins - Set of 10 $78.50 $74.58 $74.58
You get a set of 10 super-tough plastic bins; each bin measures 13 1/2" x 8" x 5" high.
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Subtotal:  $14,680.78
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $14,680.78

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $772.67
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,318.02

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,090.69
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1 LC517GA 32 Flex-Space Stacking Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $69.99 $66.49 $2,127.68
The contoured design of our super-sturdy stacking chairs guarantees years of comfortable seating! Heavy-gauge steel frames and legs are
specially designed to resist tipping, while non-marring, self-leveling glides give maximum stability. Plus, the easy-to-clean polypropylene chairs
even stack for storage. Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime
warranty.

2 LC214 10
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $4,740.50

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

4 LC767GA 3 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $367.65
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

6 LC257 2 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $606.10
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.
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8 LC174 1
Flex-Space Mobile Student Work Organizer - Modern
Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05

Homework, student journals, parent communication and more—this versatile organizer holds it all! Featuring 36 individual compartments that
you can assign to every student in your class, our super-durable laminate unit comes in a gray design to complement all sorts of classroom
decor. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Unit measures 43 3/4"w x 14"d x 41"h. Lifetime warranty.

9 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

11 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

Subtotal:  $10,309.08
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $10,309.08

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $542.58
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $1,627.75

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $2,170.33
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1 LC824 1
Flex-Space Designer Accents Classroom Carpet - 9' x 12'
- Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

With a contemporary design and a modern, multihued color scheme, our versatile carpets make it easy to accent areas of your
classroom…add appealing pops of color…give kids a comfy place to sit…define specific learning zones…and more! Carpets are made of
classroom-tough nylon for durability.

2 LC813GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Gray $499.00 $474.05 $948.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

3 LC348GA 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Curved Couch - Gray $579.00 $550.05 $1,100.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

4 LC574BU 1 Flex-Space Jumbo Beanbag Seat - Blue (36"w x 34"h) $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Perfect for reading areas, classroom activities and more, our beanbags provide cozy, flexible seating students love! The seats feature extra-
high backs and mold to the body’s contour for the ultimate comfort and support…plus, each seat has a wipe-clean vinyl cover that includes a
stitch-closed zipper to keep the polystyrene beads inside.
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.
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6 LC1406 1 Flex-Space Comfy Floor Table Zone $889.00 $844.55 $844.55
This kid-favorite zone supports individual learning styles—offering flexibility and allowing students to choose seating options that are best for
them! Ideal for collaborative learning in the 21st-century classroom, the chairs keep kids comfy with cushioned back supports that adjust to the
perfect position…and the low-to-the-ground table gives students a sturdy surface for writing, reading and much more. We’ve even included a
plush, soil-resistant carpet…so children can really stretch out and get comfortable while they work. Table is GREENGUARD® Certified and
comes with a lifetime warranty. Carpet measures 9' in diameter and comes with a 10-year warranty.

7 LC256 18 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Gray $279.00 $265.05 $4,770.90
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for independent work or put several together to invite collaboration! The gray desktop is
surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through years of use. Plus, the desk rolls on 3
adjustable steel legs with smooth-rolling, locking casters! Easy assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

9 LC254 4 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk for Two - Modern Gray $499.00 $474.05 $1,896.20
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work and collaborate with our versatile standing desk
for two! Designed to provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged
desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs
have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so students can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with
our Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk
measures 48"w x 21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

10 LC539 1 Flex-Space Mobile Trapezoid Table - Modern Gray $489.00 $464.55 $464.55
It’s a cinch to create collaborative learning spaces anywhere you need them with our mobile table! It features an ultra-durable gray surface
completely covered with super-strong laminate on both the top and bottom…an extra-tough vinyl edgeband that wraps around the tabletop on
all 4 sides…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for incredibly easy portability. Easy assembly. Table measures 60"w x 30"d.
Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

12 LC767BU 9 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $1,102.95
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

13 LC766BU 9 Flex-Space Premium Wobble Chair - 16" - Blue $89.99 $85.49 $769.41
Our wobble chairs are an alternative to traditional seating—giving kids a full range of movement and the stability they need to wobble without
tipping over! Each of our chairs features a comfortable, contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’
unique design helps strengthen core muscles while encouraging proper posture. There are even built-in handles under the seats that make
the chairs super-easy to pick up and move anywhere in the classroom! Lifetime warranty.
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14 LC240X 1 Flex-Space Comfy Stools - Set of 3 Colors $399.00 $379.05 $379.05
Our comfy, compact seats are a great addition to reading nooks, group tables, Flex-Space desks and more! Plus, they’re made with wipe-
clean rugged vinyl that makes care a cinch.

15 LC741 8 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $1,132.40
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

16 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

18 LC748 1 Flex-Space Double-Sided Mobile Teaching Easel $449.00 $426.55 $426.55
Our mobile easel is perfect for the 21st-century classroom! With 2 magnetic write & wipe surfaces—one blank for drawing and demonstrating
concepts and one with permanent, 1 1/2" lines for writing—the versatile, multipurpose steel-frame easel also features a handy tray for
displaying books…rings to hang charts and tablets…even a roomy shelf for supplies. Best of all, the sturdy easel rolls on 4 locking
casters—for seamless mobility anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Easel measures 30"w x 34 1/2"d x 62"h.

19 LC532 1
Flex-Space 3-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $459.00 $436.05 $436.05

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 3 deep, spacious shelves that perfectly fit tons of supplies and materials—from books and binders to activity kits and board games.
And the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 46"h. Lifetime
warranty.

20 LC531 1
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Gray $349.00 $331.55 $331.55

All the practical functionality of a traditional storage unit—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century classroom! Our attractive unit
features 2 spacious, easy-access shelves to hold all sorts of items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games. And the sturdy
unit is made of wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use! Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

Subtotal:  $16,119.51
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $16,119.51

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $848.40
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $2,545.19

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $3,393.59
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1 LC517GA 32 Flex-Space Stacking Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $69.99 $66.49 $2,127.68
The contoured design of our super-sturdy stacking chairs guarantees years of comfortable seating! Heavy-gauge steel frames and legs are
specially designed to resist tipping, while non-marring, self-leveling glides give maximum stability. Plus, the easy-to-clean polypropylene chairs
even stack for storage. Measurements given are for seat heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime
warranty.

2 LC214 10
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $4,740.50

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

4 LC767GA 3 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $367.65
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

6 LC257 2 Flex-Space Mobile Student Desk - Modern Gray $319.00 $303.05 $606.10
What better way to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls anywhere in the classroom! Our height-adjustable desk is
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and underside for lasting
durability. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Easy assembly. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D851972.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.
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8 LC174 1
Flex-Space Mobile Student Work Organizer - Modern
Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05

Homework, student journals, parent communication and more—this versatile organizer holds it all! Featuring 36 individual compartments that
you can assign to every student in your class, our super-durable laminate unit comes in a gray design to complement all sorts of classroom
decor. And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere you need it! Unit measures 43 3/4"w x 14"d x 41"h. Lifetime warranty.

9 LC253 3 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk - Modern Gray $399.00 $379.05 $1,137.15
Whether they’re sitting down or on their feet, students always have the perfect place to work with our versatile standing desk! Designed to
provide a flexible work space option while promoting kids’ physical well-being, our all-gray desk features a rugged desktop with heavy-duty
laminate on the surface and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness. Plus, the steel legs have 4 locking casters
and adjust to 11 different positions, so every student can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing! Perfect with our Flex-Space
Height-Adjustable Stool, the desk even has a handy footrest for superior comfort and support. Assembly required. Desk measures 28"w x
21"d.  Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.

10 LC741 3 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Gray $149.00 $141.55 $424.65
A great companion to our standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height that’s right for them! The steel-
frame stool features a gray seat, plus 4 legs with self-leveling glides that won’t mark up your floor. Seat measures 13" in diameter.  Stool
adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

11 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

13 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

Subtotal:  $11,870.88
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $11,870.88

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $624.78
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $1,874.35

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $2,499.13
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Lakeshore Learning Materials

2695 E. Dominguez St Carson, CA  90895
(310)537-8600  (800)421-5354

www.lakeshorelearning.com
To contact your local representative,
Alex Page, please call (800) 421-5354

Bill to: Ship to:
301928
TODD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
205 AIRPORT RD

ELKTON KY 42220
(270) 265-2436

301927
TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
515 W MAIN ST

ELKTON KY 42220

Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88515 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: IC CONFERENCE

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC214 1
Flex-Space Mobile Rectangular Table - Modern Gray - 30"
x 60" $499.00 $474.05 $474.05

When your students are on the move, our easy-to transport tables move right along with them! Featuring an all-gray design that’s perfect for
21st-century classrooms, each of our tables includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop with a thick vinyl
edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters. Easy assembly. Lifetime
warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC767GA 4 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Gray $129.00 $122.55 $490.20
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 10/22/21.

5 LC813GA 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Gray $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

6 LC813GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Green $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.
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7 LC812RG 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Orange $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

8 LC812GR 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Green $249.00 $236.55 $236.55
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

9 LC274BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Ottoman - Blue $199.00 $189.05 $189.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Use our
multipurpose ottoman as a seat, table or footrest with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—the possibilities are endless! Plus, the
ottoman is padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the ottoman looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h.

Subtotal:  $2,574.50
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $2,574.50

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $135.50
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $406.50

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $542.00
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Comments:

 APPROX DELIVER 7-10 BUSINESS DAYS ARO. PRICES GOOD 90 DAYS.

 FOB DESTINATION:FREE SHIPPING DISCOUNT REFLECTED IN PRICES.

 PLEASE REFERENCE QUOTE NUMBER 88516 ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER.

 ______________________________
 CYNTHIA PEREZ - QUOTE AGENT

Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: MEDIA CENTER

Line Item Qty Description List Price Extended Image

1 LC787 24 Flex-Space Mobile Wedge Student Desk - Modern Maple $279.00 $265.05 $6,361.20
Our wedge desk offers tons of seating configurations for classrooms of all shapes and sizes! With a thick vinyl edgeband and tough laminate
on both the top and bottom, the desk will stand up to years of use. Plus, the 3 steel legs have smooth-rolling, locking casters for mobility. Easy
assembly. Desk measures 32"w x 22"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high.
 This Lakeshore item is protected by Patent No. D874859.
 Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/22/21.

3 LC642 4 Flex-Space Mobile Group Table - Modern Maple $649.00 $616.55 $2,466.20
Set up a small-group learning space in an instant—with a versatile table specially designed for today’s classroom! Our table invites
collaboration—and the hardy laminate tabletop features a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability. Plus, the 5 steel legs are completely
adjustable, so the table height fits a variety of classroom needs. Table also includes easy-glide locking casters to roll it anywhere you like.
Easy assembly. Table measures 60"w x 44"d.
 Adjusts from 23" to 34" high.
 Fits chairs 12" to 17 1/2" high. Lifetime warranty.

4 LC721 1 Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desk - Modern Maple $399.00 $379.05 $379.05
Our mobile, height-adjustable desk provides flexible work space options, promotes collaboration and boosts physical wellness by getting kids
up and moving! The desk boasts all the high-quality features of our other mobile desks—a thick vinyl edgeband…tough laminate on the
surface and underside of the desktop…and steel legs with 4 locking casters that roll anywhere in the classroom. Plus, you can adjust the legs
to one of 11 different positions—to raise and lower the desktop to exactly the right height for every student. Perfect with our , the desk even
features a footrest to keep children comfy whether they’re sitting or standing! Assembly required. Desk measures 28"w x 21"d.
 Adjusts from 31" to 41" high. Lifetime warranty.
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5 LC739 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Maple $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
It’s here—the versatile mobile desk teachers have been waiting for! The spacious desktop features a curved collaboration area that’s perfect
for working with kids one-on-one and an integrated wire management system to keep cords tucked away and tidy. Plus, it’s made from rugged
laminate on the top and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for lasting durability. There’s even a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet
that’s ideal for storing personal belongings, textbooks, files and more! Desk rolls easily on 6 locking casters. Assembly required. Desk
measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x 31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 08/18/21.

7 LC1403 2 Flex-Space Standing Desk Small-Group Zone $1,589.00 $1,509.55 $3,019.10
Designed for the 21st-century classroom, this super-flexible learning zone lets up to 4 students sit, stand and move during team projects!
Perfect for encouraging collaborative learning, the mobile, height-adjustable desks give kids a variety of work space options for STEM
activities, hands-on science investigations and so much more. Desks have locking casters and adjust from 31" to 41" high. And like the desks,
the versatile stools can be adjusted to exactly the right height. Desks are GREENGUARD® Certified and stools come fully assembled.
Lifetime warranty.

8 LC767RG 1
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Orange $129.00 $122.55 $122.55

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

9 LC767GR 24
Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" -
Green $129.00 $122.55 $2,941.20

Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

10 LC767BU 20 Flex-Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair - 17 1/2" - Blue $129.00 $122.55 $2,451.00
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give kids the comfort they need as they sit the way that suits them! With a flexible seat back and a
unique steel frame that provides both spring and stability, each molded chair allows children to sit forward and sideways…and even bounce.
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in handle for portability and non-marking glides to protect floors! Measurements given are for seat
heights. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please see the size chart. Lifetime warranty.

11 LC637 1 Flex-Space Height-Adjustable Stool - Modern Maple $149.00 $141.55 $141.55
Great for use with our Flex-Space Mobile Standing Desks, this versatile stool easily adjusts to exactly the right height! Stool features a heavy-
gauge steel frame, 4 legs with non-marring, self-leveling glides and a laminate seat. Seat measures 13" in diameter.
 Stool adjusts from 21" to 31" high. Lifetime warranty.

12 RR400 2 Flex-Space Classroom Storage Bench - Modern Maple $399.00 $379.05 $758.10
Our roomy wooden bench has plenty of comfortable seating space for students…and 3 compartments to keep books and materials organized
and within reach! Plus, the padded cushion is made of vinyl and attaches with hook & loop fasteners…so you can remove it and wipe it clean!
Bench measures 52"w x 14 1/2"d x 16 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.
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13 LC229 34
Flex-Space 3-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Maple $459.00 $436.05 $14,825.70

Our durable, all-purpose unit stores it all—books, supplies, teacher’s manuals and more! Perfect for organizing classrooms, our spacious,
easy-access unit has 3 extra-roomy shelves for all your big storage needs. Plus, the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate that withstands
years of classroom use. Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 46"h. Lifetime warranty.

14 LC228 8
Flex-Space 2-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Maple $349.00 $331.55 $2,652.40

Our durable, all-purpose unit stores it all—books, supplies, teacher’s manuals and more! Perfect for organizing classrooms, our extra-
spacious, easy-access unit is designed to meet a variety of storage needs. Plus, the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate that
withstands years of classroom use. Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 31 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

15 LC230 14
Flex-Space 4-Shelf All-Purpose Storage Unit - Modern
Maple $579.00 $550.05 $7,700.70

Our durable, all-purpose unit stores it all—books, supplies, teacher’s manuals and more! Perfect for organizing classrooms, our extra-
spacious, easy-access unit features 4 roomy shelves to store everything and anything. Plus, the sturdy unit is made of wipe-clean laminate
that withstands years of classroom use. Unit measures 36"w x 14 1/2"d x 60 1/2"h. Lifetime warranty.

16 LC239 1
Flex-Space 3-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern
Maple $299.00 $284.05 $284.05

Here’s a space-saving way to store and organize tons of binders! Our rugged laminate center fits into any corner, and the unique curved
design keeps every binder in view. Center holds up to 42 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 39"h. Lifetime
warranty.

17 LC238 1
Flex-Space 2-Shelf Binder Storage Center - Modern
Maple $199.00 $189.05 $189.05

Here’s a space-saving way to store and organize tons of binders! Our rugged laminate center fits into any corner, and the unique curved
design keeps every binder in view. Center holds up to 28 binders. Binders not included. Center measures 16 1/2"w x 16 1/2"d x 26 1/4"h.
Lifetime warranty.

18 AW32 1 Classroom Bulletin Board - 34" x 48" $89.99 $85.49 $85.49
Durable corkboard has a sturdy aluminum frame and hangers for easy mounting.

19 PH347 1 Magnetic Write & Wipe Board - 34" x 48" $99.99 $94.99 $94.99
Our magnetic board features a dry-erase surface and sturdy aluminum frame—plus, it comes with hangers for easy mounting. The board also
includes a full-length tray for markers and erasers.

20 LC272GR 2 Flex-Space Comfy Curved Seat - Green $299.00 $284.05 $568.10
Our modular, curved seats give you the versatility and functionality you need in the 21st-century classroom! Use one anywhere you need extra
seating, or put several together to form a discussion circle or a winding row. Each comfy seat fits up to 2 kids and is super-simple to move
around—featuring a full wooden frame and high-density foam covered in durable wipe-clean vinyl to withstand years of regular classroom use!

21 LC813BU 1 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Couch for Three - Blue $499.00 $474.05 $474.05
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
couch with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with
high-density foam to provide extra support and comfort for up to 3 students at a time. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the couch looking like
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean! Couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.
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22 LC812BU 2 Flex-Space Lounge & Learn Chair - Blue $249.00 $236.55 $473.10
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs! Combine the
chair with our other Flex-Space Lounge & Learn furniture—for endless seating possibilities! Plus, the seat and seat back are padded with high-
density foam to provide extra support and comfort. And it couldn’t be easier to keep the chair looking like new—simply wipe the smooth,
durable vinyl clean! Chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h.
 Seat measures 14" high.

23 LC240X 1 Flex-Space Comfy Stools - Set of 3 Colors $399.00 $379.05 $379.05
Our comfy, compact seats are a great addition to reading nooks, group tables, Flex-Space desks and more! Plus, they’re made with wipe-
clean rugged vinyl that makes care a cinch.

24 LC453 1
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $759.05

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

26 LC288 5 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $3,795.25
Our sturdy laminate cabinet locks for safety—so valuable supplies and equipment stay secure! Extra-roomy cabinet has 5 spacious shelves to
keep materials neat and organized…and 3 of the shelves even adjust for customized storage. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.

27 LC673 2
Flex-Space Mobile Storage Bin Center for 12 Students -
Modern Maple $399.00 $379.05 $758.10

Give students a central location to store supplies—with our durable center you can roll anywhere! Simply use the unit with our Flex-Space
Student Storage Bins (sold separately below) to keep books, folders, journals and tons of other classroom supplies organized and within easy
reach. The heavy-duty laminate center features 3" locking casters. Center measures 23 1/4"w x 14 1/2"d x 33 3/4"h. Lifetime warranty.

28 TT836 2 Flex-Space Book Bins - Set of 12 $99.50 $94.53 $189.06
Made especially for books, these 12 plastic bins come in 3 bright colors. Bins measure 5" high; tops measure 7" x 14" and bottoms measure 5
3/4" x 11 1/2". Bins come with labels.

Subtotal:  $52,722.14
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $52,722.14

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $2,774.85
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $8,324.55

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $11,099.40
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 ______________________________
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Entry date: 08/04/2021          Sls: 38          Your reference number: GYMNASIUM
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1 LC259 1 Flex-Space Mobile Teacher Desk - Modern Gray $899.00 $854.05 $854.05
Our desk has all the features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want! The desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface
and underside—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it features a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated
wire management system. Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and
always at hand. Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for super-easy transport. Assembly required. Desk measures 57"w x 24 1/2"d x
31"h. Lifetime warranty.
Out of stock--ship by 09/12/21.

3 LC453 2
Flex-Space Store-It-All Mobile Locking Media Tower -
Modern Maple $799.00 $759.05 $1,518.10

Store and connect all your classroom media technology! Our space-saving unit features 2 locking compartments:  The handy top compartment
is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf that hides a power strip and HDMI and VGA ports
below…while the spacious bottom compartment is ideal for teacher manuals, books and more. The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that
lock in place to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets and USB ports for charging even
more devices. Laminate unit rolls on 4 locking casters. Unit measures 31"w x 19 3/4"d x 38 1/2"h with side shelves folded down.
 Top measures 19 3/4" x 26".
 Each side shelf measures 15" x 18 3/4".
Out of stock--ship by 09/30/21.

5 LC512 1 Flex-Space Locking Storage Cabinet - Modern Gray $799.00 $759.05 $759.05
Keep all your valuable supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key! Our gray
laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which adjust to suit your specific storage needs. Assembly required. Cabinet measures 30"w x
23"d x 72"h. Lifetime warranty.
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Subtotal:  $3,131.20
0.0% Tax:  $0.00

Freight Amount:  $0.00
Total:  $3,131.20

TOTAL DISCOUNT:  $164.80
TOTAL FREIGHT SAVING:  $494.40

TOTAL SAVINGS ON THIS ORDER:  $659.20


